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Abstract

Objectives: While vitamin D is involved in frailty as well as depression, hardly any

study has examined the course of vitamin D levels prospectively. The objective of

this study is to examine whether a change of vitamin D in depressed older adults is

associated with either depression course, course of frailty, or both.

Methods: The study population consisted of 232 of 378 older adults (60–93 years)

with a DSM‐IV defined depressive disorder participating in the Netherlands Study

of Depression in Older persons, a prospective clinical cohort study. Baseline and

2‐year follow‐up data on depressive disorder (DSM‐IV diagnosis), symptom severity

(inventory of depressive symptoms), frailty phenotype (and its individual compo-

nents) and vitamin D levels were obtained. Linear mixed models were used to study

the association of change in vitamin D levels with depression course, course of

frailty, and the combination.

Results: Vitamin D levels decreased from baseline to follow‐up, independent from

depression course. An increase in frailty was associated with a significantly sharper

decrease of vitamin D levels over time. Post hoc analyses showed that this asso-

ciation with frailty might be driven by an increase of exhaustion over time and

counteracted by an increase in walking speed.

Conclusions: Our findings generate the hypothesis that vitamin D supplementation

in late‐life depression may improve frailty, which may partly explain inconsistent

findings of randomised controlled trials evaluating the effect of vitamin D for

depression. We advocate to consider frailty (components) as an outcome in future

supplementation trials in late‐life depression.

K E Y W O R D S

depression, frailty, longitudinal associations, old age, vitamin D

Key Points

� Change in serum vitamin D is related to the course of frailty, and not independently to

depression course
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� Future vitamin D supplementation trials in depression should consider frailty (components)

as an outcome

1 | INTRODUCTION

About half of the older persons has a vitamin D deficiency.1 In

addition to negative effects on bone health, low vitamin D levels are

associated with higher prevalence of multi‐morbidity.2 Associations

of vitamin D with several age‐related conditions as well as the

presence of nuclear vitamin D receptors in various organ systems has

stimulated vitamin D research in geriatric medicine. Nonetheless,

causality between vitamin D deficiency and many health conditions,

in particular depressive disorder and frailty, remains elusive.

Meta‐analyses of observational studies have identified cross‐
sectional as well as longitudinal associations of low vitamin D levels

with depressive symptoms.3–5 A causal effect is biologically plau-

sible, as nuclear vitamin D receptors have been found in brain re-

gions involved in depression.6 Furthermore, vitamin D is involved in

the regulation of growth factors, monoamine neurotransmitters and

neuroinflammation.7,8 Nonetheless, reverse causation cannot be

excluded since depression‐related behaviour easily results in less

sun exposure.9 Moreover, meta‐analyses of vitamin D supplemen-

tation trials among depressed persons did not show an overall

reduction of depressive symptoms.10–12 Apart from this, the largest

vitamin D supplementation trial among 18,353 persons did not

reveal any effect on the prevention of depression over a 5‐year

follow‐up.13

Meta‐analysis also demonstrated an inverse association between

frailty and vitamin D levels.14 Again, a causal effect is biologically

plausible as nuclear and non‐nuclear vitamin D receptors are

involved in calcium/phosphate homeostasis in muscle cells, as well as

muscle cell differentiation and proliferation.15 Low vitamin D levels

have been consistently associated with declined muscle function.16 A

meta‐analysis of randomised controlled trials into the effect of

vitamin D supplementation among persons older than 60 years

demonstrated a beneficial effect on muscle strength and balance.17

Although sarcopenia is a core concept underlying frailty18,19 the

evidence to improve frailty by vitamin D supplementation is still

insufficient.20

Since depression and frailty are bi‐directionally associated,21 the

association between vitamin D deficiency and depression might be

confounded by frailty. Furthermore, prospective studies into the as-

sociation of vitamin D and depression almost without exception lack

follow‐up assessment of vitamin D levels. Therefore, the present

study examines whether change of vitamin D levels over 2 years in

older persons with a depressive disorder is related to course of

depression and/or course of frailty. We hypothesise that vitamin D

levels will improve over time in case of remission of the depression

and further deteriorate in case of non‐remission. In addition, we

hypothesise that vitamin D levels over time are inversely associated

with frailty over time.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Study sample

The present study is part of the Netherlands Study of Depression in

Older persons (NESDO), a multicentre prospective cohort study,

designed to examine the determinants, course and consequences of

late‐life depression.22,23 Between 2007 and 2010, 378 depressed

persons were recruited from both mental health institutions and

general practices, and 132 non‐depressed comparisons were

recruited from general practices. Participants were aged 60–93.

In the present study, only depressed persons were included.

Depressed persons had a Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental

Disorders (DSM‐IV‐TR24) diagnosis of major depressive disorder

(95.0%) and/or dysthymia (26.5%) in the previous 6 months, or minor

depression (5.3%) in the lastmonth.Reasons forexclusion fromNESDO

were a primary diagnosis of psychotic or bipolar disorder, or (suspicion

of) dementia, a Mini‐Mental State Examination25 score <18/30, and

insufficient command of the Dutch language. For the present study,

we additionally excluded patients using vitamin D supplementation.

Participants were assessed at baseline and 2‐year follow‐up.

Data were obtained about mental health outcomes, demographic

characteristics as well as psychosocial, biological, cognitive and

genetic determinants. Trained research assistants conducted the

interviews.

The ethical review boards of the participating centres approved

the study. All participants provided written informed consent. Data

are available on request from the authors.

2.2 | Measures

2.2.1 | Vitamin D

Vitamin D levels were similarly assessed at baseline and 2‐year

follow up. Serum 25‐(OH) vitamin D levels were measured using

isotope dilution‐online solid‐phase extraction liquid chromatog-

raphy–tandem mass spectrometry, as described previously.26 The

limit of quantitation was 4.0 nmol/L and the intra‐assay coefficient of

variation was less than 7.2%.

2.2.2 | Depression

Depression was diagnosed at baseline and 2‐year follow‐up by the

Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI; WHO version

2.1, lifetime version). Depressed persons who no longer fulfilled the

DSM criteria for any depressive disorder at follow‐up were classified
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as remitters. The severity of depression was assessed with the 30‐
item self‐report version of the Inventory of Depressive Symptoms

(IDS‐SR27) at baseline and 2‐year follow‐up.

2.2.3 | Frailty

Frailty was assessed according to the frailty phenotype18 and a

severity score (0–5) was assigned, based on the number of criteria

met28: weakness: maximum handgrip strength (as measured by two

squeezes with the dominant hand in a dynamometer) below a cut‐off

stratified by sex and body mass index (BMI)18; slowness: time on a 6‐m
walking test ≥8 s for men ≥173 cm or women ≥159 cm tall, or ≥9 s for

men <173 cm and women <159 cm tall; exhaustion: a score of ≥3 out of

4 points on one or both of the IDS questions about energy level and

leaden paralysis/physical energy; low physical activity: no daily activ-

ities such as walking or gardening, and the performance of sports less

than once a week, as assessed with the International Physical Activity

Questionnaire (IPAQ29); and unintended weight loss: a positive answer

to the CIDI question about unintended weight loss (≥1 kg/week, for 2

or more consecutive weeks) or a BMI < 18.5 kg/m2.

Post hoc, we examined the change in the individual frailty com-

ponents over time, namely maximum grip strength (in kg), time on the

6‐m walking test (in s), sum score of the two exhaustion questions

from the IDS (range: 2–8), Metabolic Equivalent (MET)—min per

week (i.e., energy requirements of the physical activities performed,

expressed as multiples of the resting metabolic rate) calculated from

the IPAQ, and weight (in kg).

2.2.4 | Covariates

Based on their association with vitamin D level and depression,30 the

following covariates were selected: astronomical season of blood

withdrawal at baseline and follow‐up (winter: 21 November–20

February; spring: 21 February–20 May; summer: 21 May–20 August;

autumn: 21 August–20 November), as well as baseline assessments

of age, sex, years of education, smoking, physical activity, renal

function, waist circumference in centimetres and number of chronic

diseases. The level of physical activity was classified as either suffi-

cient or insufficient according to the WHO as based on the validated

norm scores of the IPAQ.29,31 Glomerular filtration rates were esti-

mated by the Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiologic Collaboration32

formula to assess renal function. The number of chronic diseases was

assessed by means of self‐report, as previously validated.33

2.2.5 | Statistical analysis

Baseline characteristics were compared by χ2 tests, t‐tests for inde-

pendent samples, and non‐parametric tests for (1) study participants

versus dropouts and (2) included participants stratified by depression

status at follow‐up. p‐Values less than 0.05 were considered

significant.

Random coefficient mixed‐effect models were used to study the

associations between change in vitamin D levels on the one hand and

depression course and course of frailty on the other. The dependent

variable in these analyses was vitamin D level, corrected for season

of blood withdrawal, as assessed at baseline and 2‐year follow‐up. To

determine the best‐fitting model, models with random coefficients

for intercept and/or slope per subject were compared using the

likelihood ratio test. For all analyses, a random intercept model was

the best fitting model.

In separate analyses, the association of change in vitamin D with

the following independent variables was examined: depression

course, as assessed by (1) remission (yes/no), and (2) change in IDS

score over the follow‐up period; and course of frailty as assessed by

(3) change in frailty score, and by (4) change in each individual frailty

component score. Presence of an association was tested by the

interaction of the independent variable with the variable ‘time’, which

indicated assessment of vitamin D level at baseline or follow‐up. This

interaction shows whether the change in vitamin level from baseline

to follow‐up is associated with the independent variable and will be

indicated in short as ‘the interaction between change in vitamin D

level and the independent variable’.

All independent variables were coded so that a positive regres-

sion coefficient (i.e., the estimate of the effect studied) indicates that

an increase in health (e.g., remission of depression or reduction of

frailty) is related to an increase in vitamin D level.

In a final analysis, the strongest associations of change in

vitamin D level with depression course (either analysis 1 or 2

above) and course of frailty (analysis 3 or 4) were compared and

checked for mutual independence by including both interactions in

the model. For this selection, effect sizes (ES) of the strength of an

association were computed, by dividing the regression coefficient

for the above interaction by the standard deviation of the outcome

variable (i.e., vitamin D level for all analyses) at baseline and

multiplying it with the standard deviation at baseline of the in-

dependent variable (for continuous variables) or 1 (for categorical

variables).

Analyses were performed using IBM SPSS statistics version 24

and were adjusted for all covariates.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Study sample

Of the 378 depressed persons included in NESDO, 232 (61.4%)

participated in the present study (dropout at follow‐up: n = 93;

vitamin D level missing at baseline or follow‐up: n = 29; vitamin D

supplementation: n = 24). At baseline, excluded persons were more

frequently frail than participants (37% vs. 26%; χ2 = 5.28, df = 1,

p = 0.022) and had a lower vitamin D level (49.5 [22.4] vs. 54.5 [23.6]

nmol/L; t = 1.97, df = 365, p = 0.050), but did not differ with respect

to age, sex or depressive symptom severity.

The characteristics of the study sample (n = 232), stratified by

depression status at follow‐up, are presented in Table 1.
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3.2 | Change of vitamin D over time

In the remitted subgroup, vitamin D levels decreased more over the 2

years follow‐up period (t for paired observations 4.83, p = <0.001)

than in the non‐remitted subgroup (t = 1.82, p = 0.071). However,

linear mixed models showed that—also after controlling for cova-

riates—change in vitamin D did not depend on depression status at

follow‐up (see Table 2). Nonetheless, an increase in vitamin D was

associated with a decrease of the IDS score. Each point reduction on

the IDS was related to a vitamin D level increase of 0.22 nmol/L

(SE = 0.11; p = 0.049; ES is 0.12).

The interaction between course of frailty and change in vitamin D

level are presented in Table 3. As shown, an increase in vitamin D levels

proved to be related to a decrease in continuous frailty score: each

frailty criterion less was related to a vitamin D increase of 3.04

(SE = 1.14) nmol/L (ES = 0.17, p = 0.008). Post hoc analyses suggested

thatan increaseofvitaminDover timewas inparticularassociatedwith

decreasing scores on exhaustion and an increasing 6‐m walking time (i.

e., a slowergait speed), althoughresultswerenotstatisticallysignificant

(exhaustion: ES = 0.10, p= 0.054; walking time: ES = −0.11, p= 0.066).

3.3 | Combined analyses on frailty and depression

In the final analysis (see Table 4), we examined the association of

vitamin D with either change in depression (IDS score) or frailty

T A B L E 1 Characteristics of the study sample, stratified by depression status at 2‐year follow‐up

Characteristic

Non‐remitted depression

N = 112

Remitted depression

N = 120 Statistic

Age (year)—mean (SD) 70.8 (7.8) 69.9 (7.1) t = 0.86, df = 230, p = 0.390

Sex (male)—n (%) 42 (37.5%) 43 (35.8%) χ2 = 0.07, df = 1, p = 0.792

Education (years)—mean (SD) 10.7 (3.7) 10.8 (3.3) t = 0.11, df = 230, p = 0.910

Number of chronic diseases—mean (SD) 2.4 (1.6) 1.7 (1.1) t = 3.87, df = 230, p < 0.001a

Sufficient physical activity (IPAQ‐based)—n (%) 80 (71.4%) 88 (73.3%) χ2 = 0.78, df = 1, p = 0.377

Currently smoking—n (%) 30 (26.8%) 25 (20.8%) χ2 = 1.06, df = 1, p = 0.303

Waist circumference (cm)—mean (SD) 94.8 (13.7) 90.8 (11.2) t = 2.42, df = 230, p = 0.016a

Renal function (CKD‐EPI [ml/min/1.73 m2])—mean

(SD)

70.8 (17.3) 74.8 (14.4) t = 1.91, df = 230, p = 0.057

IDSc score (0–84)—mean (SD) 33.6 (12.2) 25.6 (11.9) t = 5.04, df = 228, p < 0.001a

Frailty present—n (%) 31 (27.7%) 26 (21.7%) χ2 = 1.44, df = 1, p = 0.230

Frailty score (0–5)—mean (SD) 1.9 (1.3) 1.5 (1.3) t = 2.16, df = 210, p = 0.032a

Frailty components

� Grip strength (kg)—mean (SD)
� 6‐m walking time (s)—mean (SD)b

� Exhaustion (score 2–8)—mean (SD)
� MET‐min/week—mean (SD)
� Weight (kg)—mean (SD)

28.6 (11.3) 29.4 (12.4) t = −0.51, df = 230, p = 0.661

7.8 (4.0) 6.8 (3.7) U = 5439.0, p = 0.019a

4.9 (1.6) 4.4 (1.6) t = 2.52, df = 223, p = 0.012a

2480.2 (2260.1) 2751.5 (2375.5) t = 0.88, df = 223, p = 0.381

76.1 (15.3) 72.5 (13.9) t = 1.89, df = 230, p = 0.061

Season of blood withdrawal—n (%)

� Winter
� Spring
� Summer
� Autumn

18 (16.1%) 23 (19.2%) χ2 = 1.12, df = 3, p = 0.772

35 (31.3%) 31 (25.8%)

36 (32.1%) 38 (31.7%)

23 (20.5%) 28 (23.3%)

25‐OH vitamin D (nmol/L)

� Baseline
� 2‐year follow‐up

54.1 (24.1) 54.9 (23.1) t = −0.26, df = 230, p = 0.797

50.4 (23.0) 46.8 (19.7) t = 1.23, df = 230, p = 0.207

Abbreviations: CKD‐EPI, Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration; IDS, Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology; IPAQ, International

Physical Activity Questionnaire; MET, Metabolic Equivalent Time.
aStatistically significant (p < 0.050).
bSkewed distribution; Mann–Whitney U‐test performed, corrected for tied ranks.
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(number of components) when controlled for each other. This

analysis showed that an increase in vitamin D level over a 2‐year

follow‐up remained significantly associated with improved frailty

scores when adjusted for the change in depression (ES is 0.13;

p = 0.042), whereas no independent association with the change in

depression was found.

4 | DISCUSSION

4.1 | Main findings

In our large sample of depressed older persons, vitamin D levels

decreased over a 2‐year follow‐up. Increasing vitamin D levels were

associated with improvement of depressive symptom severity as well

as frailty. Nonetheless, analysing the association between vitamin D

with depressive symptom severity and frailty simultaneously revealed

only an independent effect with frailty. Post hoc analyses showed that

the association of increasing vitamin D levels with decreasing frailty

over time may be driven by the frailty component of exhaustion and

counteracted by the frailty component of walking speed.

4.2 | Vitamin D and depression

Although meta‐analyses of longitudinal studies demonstrated that

baseline vitamin D level is related to depression course,3,4 in other

studies only cross‐sectional associations have been found, which

could be due to residual confounding or reverse causality.9,34 The

only prospective study up till now with multiple vitamin D

T A B L E 2 Interaction between change in vitamin D and depression course

Interaction with F p Course type

Estimate

(standard error)

Effect size

(95%‐confidence interval)

Disease model:

Depression status at

follow‐upa

3.16 0.077 Remission −4.61 (2.60) −0.20 (−0.41; 0.02)

Non‐remission (=reference) 0

Dimensional depression model:

Change in IDS score 3.90 0.049b Each point less on IDS 0.22 (0.11) 0.12 (0.00; 0.24)

Abbreviation: IDS, Inventory of Depressive Symptoms.
aAdjusted for age, sex, years of education, season of blood withdrawal (baseline and follow‐up), smoking, physical activity, number of chronic diseases,

and waist circumference.
bStatistically significant (p < .050).

T A B L E 3 Interaction between change in vitamin D and course of frailty

Interaction with F p Course type

Estimate (standard

error)

Effect size (95‐% Confidence

interval)

Severity of frailty:

� Change in frailty scorea 7.08 0.008b Each frailty criterion less 3.04 (1.14) 0.17 (0.04; 0.29)

Frailty components:

� Change in grip strengtha 0.07 0.799 Each additional kg grip strength 0.04 (0.16) 0.02 (−0.13; 0.18)

� Change in 6‐m walking

timea,c

3.41 0.066 Each second walking time less −0.67 (0.36) −0.11 (−0.23; 0.01)

� Change in exhaustiona 3.75 0.054 Each point less on exhaustion

questions

1.54 (0.80) 0.10 (−0.00; 0.21)

� Change in MET‐mind 0.19 0.668 Each additional 1000 MET‐min 0.21 (0.48) 0.02 (−0.07; 0.11)

� Change in weighta 1.44 0.232 Each additional kg 0.32 (0.26) 0.20 (−0.12; 0.52)

Abbreviation: MET, Metabolic Equivalent Time.
aAdjusted for age, sex, years of education, season of blood withdrawal (baseline and follow up), smoking, physical activity, number of chronic diseases,

and waist circumference.
bStatistically significant (p < .050).
cΔ 6‐m walking time is normally distributed.
dAdjusted for age, sex, years of education, season of blood withdrawal (baseline and follow up), smoking, number of chronic diseases, and waist

circumference.
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assessments as in our study, demonstrated an association between

increasing vitamin D levels and decreasing depressive symptom

scores, but only in the youngest cohort (55–65 years) with vitamin D

levels less than 58.6 nmol/L and not in persons older than 65 years.35

Since we did not find an independent association of depression

course with change in vitamin D, our results do not support a causal

relationship in any direction between a clinical depression diagnosis

and vitamin D deficiency.

We found a significant association between increasing IDS scores

and decreasing vitamin D levels, which lost significance after addition

of the association with frailty to the model. This is an important

finding, since in the majority of studies included in meta‐analyses into

the association between vitamin D and depression3,4 depression was

defined as a score above a cut‐off on a depressive symptom scale and

none of the included studies adjusted for physical frailty. Due to

overlapping criteria, self‐reported depressive symptom scales may

easily be confounded by the severity of physical frailty.36–38

4.3 | Vitamin D and frailty

In line with our results, significant associations between low vitamin

D levels and frailty were demonstrated in a prospective study39 and a

meta‐analysis of cross‐sectional studies.40 Previously, an association

between lower baseline vitamin D levels and prevalence and inci-

dence of frailty was demonstrated among depressed older persons.41

Since sarcopenia is considered a main feature of frailty,19 vitamin D

deficiency might contribute to frailty by decreasing muscle function.

In case of deficiency, the direct and indirect molecular effects of

vitamin D on the muscle cell decline, as well as its anti‐inflammatory

properties, which may contribute to the prevention of frailty.

Furthermore, hyperparathyroidism may arise, leading to loss of

muscle function.42 On the other hand, frailty may, similar to

depression, contribute to low vitamin D levels by reduction of sun-

light exposure due to decreased outdoor activities.

The finding that (remission of) depressive disorder was not

associated with change in vitamin D levels and the association

between changes in depressive symptoms and vitamin D levels

disappeared after correction for frailty, may point to confounding of

self‐report depressive symptom severity by frailty. Frailty and

depression are closely associated, with meta‐analyses classifying

40.4% of depressed patients as being frail and 38.6% of frail persons

as being depressed.21 Furthermore, frailty and depression have

overlapping diagnostic criteria, such as exhaustion, weight loss,

reduced activity and psychomotor slowness. Our findings lead to the

hypothesis that, in light of this high level of comorbidity and over-

lapping diagnostic criteria,36–38 confounding by frailty of studies into

the association between depression and vitamin D is indeed likely.

This hypothesis fits with the results of an Australian cohort study

showing a crude mortality hazard of 4.3 for depression among males

older than 75 years, which dropped to 1.8 after additional correction

for frailty.43

Subsequent analyses showed that the longitudinal association

between vitamin D and frailty might be driven by subjective feelings

of exhaustion. Signs of exhaustion may clinically easily be mixed up

with symptoms of depression. Although exhaustion was measured by

two items from the IDS questionnaire, it is known that self‐report

items of exhaustion are strongly associated with performance on a

physical graded exercise test44 and predictive of cardiovascular dis-

ease.45 This means that in a depressed older population, feelings of

exhaustion might be a better indicator of physical health than of

depression.

Interestingly, the frailty component slowness showed a trend in

the opposite direction (p = 0.066), but this effect was apparently not

strong enough to nullify the association between vitamin D and

frailty severity.

4.4 | Limitations

Compared to other studies, we found a strong decrease in vitamin D

(−6.0 nmol/L) in 2 years. In most population‐based studies, vitamin D

levels were relatively stable during follow‐up.46–49 In the subgroup

older than 65 years of the Longitudinal Aging Study Amsterdam

vitamin D levels decreased on average 6.9 nmol/L in 13 years.35 An

explanation for our comparable decrease in a shorter time might be

that normal behavioural changes with ageing that add to lower

vitamin D levels, such as less dietary intake of vitamin D and less time

spent outdoors,50 might have been amplified in our depressed pop-

ulation. Another explanation is our exclusion of participants on

vitamin D supplementation, since in other studies supplementation is

considered an important contributing factor to increasing vitamin D

levels.46,48 Nevertheless, systematic bias cannot be fully excluded.

The baseline vitamin D assessments were performed shortly after

blood collection, whereas follow‐up vitamin D assessments were

done after a storage period of at least 6 years. However, even when

T A B L E 4 Combined interactions of depression course and course of frailty with change in vitamin D

Interaction with F p Course type Estimate (standard error) Effect size (95% confidence interval)

Change in frailty scorea 4.19 0.042b Each frailty criterion less 2.47 (1.21) 0.14 (0.01; 0.27)

Change in IDS scorea 2.02 0.157 Each point less on IDS 0.18 (0.13) 0.10 (−0.04; 0.23)

Abbreviation: IDS, Inventory of Depressive Symptoms.
aAdjusted for age, sex, years of education, season of blood withdrawal (baseline and follow‐up), smoking, physical activity, number of chronic diseases,

and waist circumference.
bStatistically significant (p < 0.050).
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duration of storage would have affected the absolute values at

follow‐up, this would not have biased the association with change in

depression or frailty. Finally, our follow‐up period of 2 years was

relatively short, compared to other studies on tracking of vitamin D

levels. Since remission of depression was based on the 6 months

before follow‐up, the period for recovering vitamin D levels might

have been too short in some patients. This is especially relevant as it

is not clear how long it takes for vitamin D levels to restore after

resumption of outdoor activities.

4.5 | Conclusions and implications

Among depressed older patients, an increase of vitamin D levels over

the course of 2 years was not associated with a change in depression,

while it was associated with improving frailty scores. Interestingly,

frailty and depression are often intertwined, and exhaustion may be a

feature of both conditions. Since exhaustion is a probable driving

factor in the association between increasing vitamin D levels and

improving frailty scores, it may be more related to physical health

than to depression. Based on our results, we hypothesise that this

might have added to inconclusive findings on the relationship be-

tween depression and vitamin D in previous studies. Future supple-

mentation trials should consider inclusion of frailty and exhaustion as

outcomes, besides depression parameters.
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